Let us start with energy momentum tensor of relativistic fluid,
where ideal part is T µν 0 = ǫu µ u ν − P ∆ µν and shear dissipation part is [7] π µν = ηU µν η ,
commonly known as Navier-Stokes equation.
If the fluid is quark matter, having N f flavor and N c color degeneracy factors, then from kinetic theory framework, energy-momentum tensor can be define as (for zero quark chemical potential)
where a small deviation δf Q of distribution function f Q from equilibrium distribution f 0 Q will be assumed, i.e.
By relating macroscopic Eq. (2) to microscopic Eq. (3) and identifying proper expression of δf Q through relaxation time approximation (RTA) of relativistic Boltzmann equation (RBE), we will get 
which can exceed speed of light at k → ∞ with finite values of energy density ǫ and pressure P . It was Maxwell [2] and Cattaneo [3] , who replaced the algebraic Eq. Interestingly, for all known fluids the limiting value of v max T has been found to be smaller than one. It means that diffusion speed of our known fluid never cross speed of light and causality is always preserved. In present investigation, we will explore on estimation of v max T for interacting quark matter, where interaction picture is mapped by different effective QCD models, like Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [4] , Polyakov loop extended NJL (PNJL) model [5] and entangled PNJL (EP-NJL) model [6] . These effective QCD models build a quasi-particle description of thermodynamics for interacting medium, where massless quark with Fermi-Dirac distribution is transformed to temperature dependent mass in NJL model and additional modified distribution functions in PNJL and EPNJL models. A detail discussion on these models are addressed in Ref. [7] . Using their constituent quark masses M Q (T ), shown in Fig (1) , in Eq. (5), we have estimated respective η's, which are displayed in Fig. (2) . Assuming τ π = τ Q in Eq. (7), we have plotted v T (T ) for different model in Fig. (3) . Which respect massless limit of η ∝ T 4 and v T = 1/ √ 5, interacting values remain lower in low temperature domain. It reflects that massless noninteracting quark matter as well as interacting massive quark matter, based on different effective QCD models both obey causal description and investigation explore the zone with respect to the marginal values, beyond which causality can not be preserved.
